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OPERATE FROM ANYWHERE, IN ANY WAY.

OPEN AND CLOSE OUR MOTION BLINDS WITHOUT LIFTING A FINGER.
While you cannot influence the elements, at least make sure you can control them. Introducing innovative motorised blind systems
with Taylor’s MOTION technology. Blinds so smart, you’ll expect them to serve your morning coffee.
With the world moving forward, life should be easier, safer and more sustainable for everyone. And now with Taylor’s new smart
home MOTION technology, it can be. Your roller blinds can now be motorised and automated to open and close at the the pull of a cord,
click of a button, from the command of your voice, and even when you’re not there, thanks to our MOTION smartphone app.
Available across roller, double roller, venetian, honeycomb, pleated and roman blinds, MOTION lets you create a space that suits
the way you want to live.
Quick and simple to install, the system is cable-free and easy to use allowing anyone to automate and operate from literally anywhere.
Whether you dream of your blinds opening automatically in the morning or if you want to make your home looked live in while you’re away,
our ground-breaking automated blind solution brings the future to you.
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Pull

CUSTOM COLOURS
Choose one of these 3 colours for your aluminium or plastic cassette and bracket system. Custom colours are available, please speak
to your sales representative. An additional fee will apply on all custom colours. Manufacture lead times require an extra 5 days.
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3 DIFFERENT OPERATING SYSTEMS.
PULL OF A CORD.

CLICK OF A BUTTON.

Pull control is a steady add-on to remote and smart operating options.
Having the option to manually override can be very useful.

Various blinds can be combined in operating channels, allowing
entire rooms or scenes to be controlled with the press of a button.

5 channel remote

COMMAND OF YOUR VOICE.

Plastic white wand

Stainless Steel Tassel

Pull cord

SMART HOME CONNECTIVITY:
By adding just one component, the MOTION Wi-Fi bridge,
unlocks as many as three new control options:

CMD 01 WIFI BRIDGE
• App control
• Voice control
• If This Then That (IFTTT)

The MOTION app makes it possible to control window
coverings from anywhere in the world by smartphone,
and to programme scenes and timers. MOTION enables
voice control thorough smart speakers. If This Then That
(IFTTT) links an array of other applications, resulting in
smart homes that are fully adapted to the users lifestyle.

APP CONTROL

Compatible with different
types of blinds
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Send the blind to any desire
position for example
“Set blinds to 60%”

Create rooms with
multiple blinds

Set scene with preser
position for example
“Morning blinds go up”

Add timer to
automate scenes

